NEW IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM OUSTS ROGUES' GALLERY

Capt. Joseph A. Faurot After Studying the
"Portrait Parler" Abroad Will Introduce
It in New York's Detective
Department and Promises
Great Results.

Record of How the Hair Grows on the Head.

"The Portrait Parler" is one of the most interesting and successful methods of catching criminals. It is based on the fact that every person has a distinct pattern of hair on his head, regardless of whether he is a man or a woman. This pattern is unique to each individual and can be used to identify them.

The system works as follows: A photograph of a suspect's head is taken, and the pattern of hair is cataloged. This information is then stored in a database. When a suspect is arrested, a photograph of their head is taken again, and the pattern of hair is compared to the one in the database. If a match is found, the suspect is identified.

Capt. Joseph A. Faurot, who has studied the "Portrait Parler" system abroad, plans to introduce it in New York's detective department. He promises great results and expects to catch many criminals using this method.

A Plymouth School of Detectives无数 "Portrait Parler" System.

The "Portrait Parler" system is a significant advancement in the field of criminal identification. With the help of this system, detectives can catch criminals more efficiently and accurately than ever before. Capt. Faurot's decision to introduce it in New York is a step in the right direction and will undoubtedly bring many criminals to justice.